
CH-47F Rollout Commemorative Painting
by Joe Naujokas
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MESSAGE FROM JACK DOUGHERTY
Welcome to Chinook news. It has been an amazIng year  
for the program, the aIrcraft, anD the Chinook news. 

A
his new magazine format will enable 
us to keep pace with the growing 
interest and the great response to 

the publication and will provide expanded 
coverage of chinook deployments, news, 
events and missions. 

We are extremely proud of the program 
performance, and one of the highlights 
this year was the unveiling of the new 
ch-47f, which is featured in this issue.  
this event recognized the efforts of those 
who made this new aircraft a reality. 

today we can say that the ch-47f is 
being built with pride and will be flown with 
confidence.  

over the past year, the chinook has gained 
visibility from its use in air assaults, its life-
saving deployment in humanitarian mis-
sions throughout pakistan and its recent 
deployment to evacuate people in leba-
non. Interest is growing worldwide for the 
chinook, and growth is expected in all 
areas of the program. 

many combat and humanitarian missions 
are featured in this issue, in addition to 
stories of the service chinooks have 
performed in communities. 

also included in this issue are comments 
from pilots on various missions. 

lastly, this issue marks the conclusion of 
col tim crosby’s tenure as the leader of 
the cargo helicopter program. he made 
an indelible mark on the program and his 
dedication and service earned him our last-
ing gratitude and respect. simultaneously 
we welcome col newman shufflebarger 
back to the chinook family, replacing 
col crosby as pm ch.

Keep submitting your chinook stories, 
and we will share your experience with the 
world.
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CH-47F ROLLOUT

THE NEW
CHINOOK

By Tom Marinucci

WELCOMING

LOAD TO BEAR — An Army aviation unit 
with the Maryland National Guard dem-
onstrates the CH-47D Chinook helicopter 
lifting a HMMWV as part of the CH-47F 
ceremony at Boeing.

CH-47F
oeing unveiled the new ch-47f chinook to the cheers of employees, 
dignitaries, politicians, the army customer and scores of media represen-
tatives in attendance at the ridley park, pa., facility on June 15. 

the aircraft is the first of 452 new ch-47f heavy-transport helicopters included in 
the U.s. army cargo helicopter modernization program. 

opening the ceremony, mike tkach, vice president and general manager  of 
boeing’s rotorcraft systems said, “the rollout of the new aircraft signifies the 
beginning of another generation of service in the U.s. army for the ch-47.”

“this september marks the 44th anniversary of the first ch-47a delivery to our 
army customer,” stated Jack Dougherty, director of chinook programs. “for 
nearly half a century, chinooks have been a vital contributor not only to the U.s. 
army’s and our allies’ military capability, but also to humanitarian relief missions 
that have saved literally tens of thousands of victims of natural disasters around 
the world. one indication of the chinook’s great value is that it is the longest 
running continuous production program in the history of the boeing company, 
outstripping every commercial jetliner and military aircraft the company has ever 
built.”  

the rollout included a flight demonstration by the maryland national guard, who 
ceremoniously flew in a ch-47D chinook with a hmmWV slung beneath the air-
craft. this D model will be turned in to the boeing facility and eventually remanu-
factured into a ch-47f. 

photo: freD troIlo
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continued from page 5

Charged with creating a lasting image of the 
CH-47F celebration, artist Joe Naujokas, Creative 
Services in Philadelphia, Pa., captured the evolu-
tion of the aircraft. “Knowing this aircraft as I do, it 
seemed natural to depict its history of service as a 
path to the future,” said Naujokas. 

The canvas painting was presented to the Cargo 
Helicopter Program office, and poster-size replicas 
were handed out to Rotorcraft employees as part of 
the rollout event. 
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Keynote speaker, col Warren e. 
phipps Jr., commander of the 101st 
combat aviation brigade, 101st 
airborne Division (air assault) said, 
“We look forward as we return from 
Iraq and become the army’s first unit 
to receive and train with this excep-
tional aircraft. the 101st airborne 
Division (air assault) has had rich 
history and strong appreciation of the 
ch-47 since it first saw service some 
40 years ago.” 

the colonel stated that the ch-47 
is the workhorse of the screaming 
eagles and of the task force band of 
brothers in Iraq. although the 
ch-47s are small in number, their 
contributions have been significant 
to the efforts in Iraq. In the past nine 
months, the ch-47s in the 101st have 
efficiently moved 40,000 soldiers and 
delivered more than 4,000 tons of crit-
ical supplies across Iraq. In addition 
to providing critical combat service 
support, the ch-47 has helped both 
american and Iraqi soldiers remain on 
the offensive. 

the colonel predicted that the ch-47f 
will provide his unit with an enhanced 
capability to conduct air assaults and 
deliver critical supplies to soldiers.  

the aircraft features a newly designed, 
modernized airframe and a rockwell 
collins common avionics architecture 
system advanced digital cockpit to 
meet the needs of current and future 
warfighters.

the new airframe uses modern manu-
facturing techniques that replace mul-
tiple-piece sheet metal structures with 
single-piece machined components. 
the new components will reduce 
operating and support costs, improve 
the aircraft’s structural integrity and 
extend the chinook’s service life.

the helicopter’s advanced avionics 
provide improved situational aware-
ness for flight crews, with an advanced 
digital map display and a data transfer 
system that allows storing of preflight 
and mission data. additionally, the 
bae Digital advanced flight control 

Delivering the keynote remarks, COL Warren E. 
Phipps Jr., Commander of the 101st Combat 
Aviation Brigade.

photos: freD troIlo
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CH-47F ROLLOUT

system replaces a legacy analog system. Improved survivability fea-
tures include common missile Warning and improved countermeasure 
Dispenser systems. 

powered by two 4,868-horsepower honeywell engines, the new 
ch-47f can reach speeds greater than 175 mph and transport pay-
loads weighing more than 21,000 pounds. the ch-47f, with the 
robertson aviation extended range fuel system, has a mission 
radius greater than 400 miles.  

the first fielding of the aircraft will be with the 101st combat aviation 
brigade, 101st airborne Division (air assault). 

Maryland National Guard 
participates in rollout of the CH-47F 
By MAJ Michael G. Krause, S3, 1-224th Security and 
Support Battalion

the wind wasn’t the only thing blowing hard at the boeing plant. 
on a sunny, but blustery day in philadelphia, pa, a ch-47D 
chinook helicopter and its crew from the maryland army national 

guard took center stage. the aircraft, crewed by cW4 sam thomas, 
cpt David magness, ssg Jeffery potter and ssg gene Dalporto, 
made a full traffic pattern over a crowd of nearly 1,000 soldiers, guests 
and boeing employees before executing a perfect landing to a hover 
and dropping off its humvee cargo on the intended target. 

the chinook had carried the humvee from 
its base in edgewood, md., that morning, 
suspended externally by its three powerful 
cargo hooks underneath the belly of the 
aircraft. after shutdown, the helicopter was 
moved to its display position, beside its 
future replacement, the ch-47f model.  

the ch-47f model rollout ceremony marked 
the upgrade of the army’s premier heavy-lift 
helicopter, the ch-47 chinook. the chinook 
is the fastest helicopter in the army’s inven-
tory and can carry loads equal to its own 
empty weight, both internally and externally. 
the f model, features better avionics, mov-
ing map navigational technology, and a 
stronger airframe that’s easier to maintain 
than its older D model counterpart. With its 
vast capability — first realized over 40 years 
ago with the first a model during the Vietnam 
era — and its historic track record, the army 
has decided to extend the life of the chinook 
program well into the 21st century with its 
newest upgrade — the f model. for the next 
20 to 30 years, f model chinooks will domi-
nate the skies of the future battlefield as they 
have since the early 1960s.  

“It’s about protecting human life,” said U.s. 
congressman curt Weldon (r-pa), “that our 
soldiers have the very best equipment that 
our nation can provide them, and you great 
americans here at boeing have done just 
that today!”

the juxtaposition could not have been more 
striking, seeing the two behemoth aircrafts 
side by side — the f model, scheduled for 
fielding this summer to the army’s 101st 
airborne Division, next to the D model 
from maryland’s national guard. but it was 
maryland’s chinook that stole the show, 
having performed masterfully earlier that 
morning. following the ceremony, crowds 
gathered at each aircraft and were treated 
to a thorough walk-through by the expert 
crewmembers on board. It was an important 
milestone in army aviation and a job well 
done by all involved.  

photo: freD troIlo
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IDley parK, pa. — the unveiling of the first production ch-47f 
chinook took place in a ceremony at boeing rotorcraft in ridley park. 
the event marks the delivery of the first of 452 new ch-47f heavy-

transport helicopters in production as a part of the army cargo helicopter 
modernization program. 

“this is truly a great day for the army, aviation and most of all, our soldiers,” 
col tim crosby, project manager for cargo helicopters, said. “this aircraft, 
delivered on cost and on schedule marks the beginning of a long production 
run that is a keystone in army aviation’s transformation. our special thanks 
to all of our industry partners for their dedication to this program and to our 
soldiers.”

the chinook, a twin-turbine, heavy-lift transport helicopter, entered army 
service in the early 1960s with ch-47a, b and c model designations. from 
1980 through 1993, the early-model aircraft were remanufactured to the cur-
rent ch-47D configuration. today, 46 percent of the army’s ch-47D fleet was 
originally manufactured prior to 1966. 

“the airframe and all its dynamics will be pretty much the same as the 
ch-47D, because it is built on the legacy of the same model that was built in 
the ‘60s,” ltc tony pelczynski, ch-47f improved cargo helicopter product 
manager, said. “the materials will be new, but the actual construction and 
aerodynamics of the airframe are the same.”      

Modern helicopter 
carries tradition
By Kim Henry, staff writer, 
Redstone Arsenal, Alabama

photos: freD troIlo
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as the army’s only heavy-lift helicopter, the ch-47 transports 
troops, including air assault, supplies, weapons and other cargo in 
combat, combat support and service support operations.

“one indication of chinook’s great value is that it is now the 
longest running continuous production program in the history of 
the boeing company, outstripping every commercial jetliner and 
military aircraft the company has ever built,” said Jack Dougherty, 
boeing director for chinook programs. “chinooks are recognized 
around the world for their unique design, but more importantly for 
their capability to carry people and supplies into areas unreach-
able by other means.” 

members of the 101st combat aviation brigade of the 101st 
airborne Division attended the ceremony to accept the keys of 
first ch-47f production model because they will be the first unit 
equipped with the aircraft. “the ch-47f will give us an enhanced 
capability to conduct air assaults and deliver critical supplies to 
our soldiers as we prosecute this war on terrorism and remain on 
the offensive,” col Warren phipps, 101st cab commander, said.

the new aircraft features a newly designed, modernized airframe 
and the common avionics architecture system advanced digital 
cockpit. the airframe will feature modern manufacturing tech-
niques, where single-piece, machined components replace built-
up sheet metal structures. the new components reduce operating 
and support costs while improving the structural integrity of the 
aircraft, extending the overall useful life of the chinook.

the new model chinook should benefit soldiers in the battlefield. 
“primarily it is going to provide increased situational awareness 
both from mission planning and mission execution capabilities. 
We’re bringing in a new avionics system, a new cockpit and a 
whole host of new product improvements, including new ase 
[aircraft survivability equipment] suites,” pelczynski said.

the advanced avionics in the ch-47f provide improved situ-
ational awareness for flight crews with an advanced digital map 
display and a data transfer system, storing preflight and mission 
data. additionally, the Digital advanced flight control system 
replaces the legacy analog system. Improved survivability features 
include common missile Warning and Improved countermeasure 
Dispenser systems.
 
“We’re continuing the progression of the product improvements 
for the ch-47D, including 714 engines for higher and hot environ-
ments and new machine frames so the entire airframe is going to 
be brand new, which is significant in terms of configuration man-
agement,” pelczynski said. 

powered by t55-ga-714a engines, the new ch-47f is capable of 
speeds in excess of 175 mph making it among the fastest rotorcraft, 
while providing the capability to transport up to 21,016 pounds. “It 
is built for speed, it is built to carry the load,” pelczynski said. the 
ch-47f, with the extended range fuel system, is capable of a 
mission radius greater than 400 miles. 
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I ’ve been flying chinooks for 16 
years in Korea, hawaii, 
afghanistan and Iraq. recently, 
we deployed to pakistan on 

humanitarian relief missions. I was 
amazed at the amount of devasta-
tion we encountered. pakistan was 
mountainous; it was on a par with 
afghanistan as we worked at eleva-
tions of 12,200 feet to cross the 
mountains. 

our initial loads were internal as 
we worked more in the mountains, 
operating in tight valleys. While 
approaching landing zones we had 
to contend with a lot of debris from 
the destruction that was in our land-
ing zones. Wind was also a big fac-
tor in our operations — even with 
the aircraft’s power it was a job, but 
the chinook gave us a margin. 

among the missions I’ve flown, the 
one in afghanistan stands out. We 
had a report of a missing aircraft. 
a c-130 reported it had eyes on it 
and confirmed it was found. marine 
53s initially headed up the recovery 
mission, but could not get into the 
mountains because of the weather 
and the aircraft’s power require-
ments. chinooks took the lead. 
We set up three ch-47s. one was 
a “fat cow,” a fuel carrier. We did 
this because it was an extreme 
distance from our base. the other 
bird held recovery personnel and 

rescue equipment. our aircraft was 
the lead bird. We were operating 
at 14,000 feet, at about minus 14 
degrees, we were on oxygen. We 
went in and did a recovery in about 
an hour. It all worked together. 
but it was a difficult mission as far 
as restricted space, altitude and 
overall environment we also had to 
contend with updrafts and down-
drafts. the power and agility of the 
chinook was a big factor.  

confidence in the aircraft is a big 
factor in your ability to perform mis-
sions. We have a lot of confidence 
in our maintenance personnel and, 
of course, in the aircraft. the addi-
tion of the new 714 engine gave 
even more confidence in the aircraft 
with the additional power margin 
we have. this has a big impact on 
the out-of-ground effect we have at 
altitude. Without that, we would not 
attempt the high-altitude missions. 

this is a great aircraft, and I’m 
proud to fly it.

CW4 Eugene A. Santos, 
instructor pilot 
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I’ve been flying chinooks for 
seven years; most recently I 
served two tours in afghanistan 

and conducted a wide range of 
operations from general support to 
combat operations.

part of my last tour was presiden-
tial support for interim president 
hamid Karzai. We had an operation 
readiness rate that was always up. 
In fact I can’t remember a time 
when we ever dropped a mission, 
so I know the day-to-day reliability 
of this aircraft is top of the line as 
far as I’m concerned.

flying in afghanistan, you have a 
lot to contend with — not just the 
rugged terrain, but the weather 
during the summer months. In the 
desert there are heat and dust 
conditions, and in the winter, you 
contend with snow, wind, sleet and 
heavy-duty winds. basically, any 
weather that can cause problems 
with an aircraft, afghanistan has.

the chinook has the ability to per-
form any mission, and the agility 
to maneuver as well as the ability 
to conduct medical evacuations or 
search and rescue at high altitudes 
and in dusty environments, includ-
ing operating in water. 

CW3 Robert Vanover, 
instructor pilot

Ihave been flying chinooks for 
10 years, including tours in 
afghanistan. my tour in 

afghanistan was a great experi-
ence, where I flew a lot of missions 
I didn’t think I would have the 
opportunity to perform anywhere 
else. the chinook definitely proved 
itself in harsh environments. I can 
tell you the guys on the ground 
love to hear us coming. 

my confidence in the chinook was 
instrumental in performing 34 mis-
sions in country. We never took 
off late or cancelled a mission 
because of maintenance. 

With the max gross weight of 
the chinook, we simply had no 
issues flying in the mountains of 
afghanistan. the chinook was by 
far the most versatile aircraft in the 
fleet; it is the most reliable and the 
most fun to fly. the reality is, with 
this aircraft’s sheer power, we can 
take everything we need with us to 
perform our mission.

CW3 Michelle Bartling, 
instructor pilot 

photos: Jason barras
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the 159th is a heavy helicop-
ter battalion composed of 
two chinook companies. I’ve 

been flying for about 20 years and 
in chinooks for the past three 
years. most recently our unit was 
deployed in support of relief opera-
tions for hurricane Katrina, and the 
battalion also has been deployed 
to Iraq and afghanistan.

members of the battalion had been 
involved in the search for weapons 
of mass destruction in Iraq, and 
they were able to use those les-
sons learned in the load out and 
the actual operation when Katrina 
hit the gulf coast. 

the same force and maintenance 
package used in the desert was 
transferred readily to the humani-
tarian operations for the hurricane 
and allowed us within 72 hours 
to have a force of five aircraft 
and 40 people on the ground in 
new orleans ready to start rescue 
operations.

During Katrina we had a force of 
about 20 maintainers, and they 
maintained about a 94 percent 
operational readiness for us so 
effectively that a force of four to 
five aircraft were flying six to eight 
hours a day, being serviced over-
night. In a period of 38 days the 
unit flew 663 hours.

What was unique during the opera-
tions was that the crew did not 
leave the aircraft — we just hot 
gassed them, and they would take 
off loaded with supplies and follow 
a call to perform a rescue mission. 
In one case we landed on a bridge 
to pick up people who had been 
stranded by rising water. they had 
been out of their homes for about 
a week without any food or water. 
Upon completion of that mission 
we were diverted to broken levees 
to deliver external cargo of sand-
bags, and then we were sent to 
recover an urban search and res-
cue team. this was the only aircraft 
out there that could handle their 
equipment of rubber boats with 
external engines used in their oper-
ations. so in a given day, the crews 
handled every type of mission — 
internal cargo, external cargo and 
personnel recovery. In that 38 days 
deployment they moved over 10 
million pounds of cargo externally, 
two million pounds internally and 
over 2,000 passengers.

When the call came about a re-
breach in the new london street 
levee, fortunately we had experi-
enced flight engineers on board 
who are the key to an operation like 
that. they were able to reconfigure 
the aircraft in-flight for external 
load ops, so we could land to pick 
up the sandbags. What was unique 
about the new london street area 
was that on approach to the levee 
there were power wires at both 
ends of the street, and the canal 
was in the center. 

We approached along the river and 
slid into the middle of the street 
and set the sandbags into the 
breach site. It took about three days 
working continuously to bring the 
sand level up to the point where it 
secured the breach. Initially, using 
other aircraft, the sandbags were 
only 3,000 pounds. 

When the chinooks arrived the 
bags were expanded to 7,000 
pounds each, and depending on 
fuel status of the aircraft, we were 
able to put multiple bags of that 
weight to secure the levee. 

both the maneuverability of the air-
craft and the ability of the aircrew 
made it possible to land in those 
tight situations, in some cases right 
next to the sandbag site, and pick 
up additional crewmembers to pick 
up the load and then to maneu-
ver between the wires and around 
other aircraft in the area. 

flexibility and safety are two 
standouts in that we were able to 
conduct missions with very little 
notice and to safely fly that amount 
of time in airspace that dense. 
maintaining the aircraft made our 
flights possible. the maintenance 
at night made the days possible 
and it was a morale booster for the 
men. all the focus was on the mis-
sion, not the aircraft. that focus on 
the mission means safe operation.

lesson learned: rapid deployabil-
ity of the aircraft so that we are 
ready to go when we need to go 
and the force life to sustain us on 
extended missions. We deployed 
in 72 hours and were in the field for 
over 30 days and performed all the 
missions on our commander’s task 
list. We will use the lessons learned 
here as a basis of training for our 
next combat deployment. our units 
have performed high mountain res-
cues on mt. rainier, and that expe-
rience will serve when perform-
ing missions in afghan mountains 
knowing that they have worked 
at the same altitudes before and 
done it safely, knowing the aircraft 
can do it.

LTC Vince Mercadante, 
Commander 5th Battalion, 
159th Aviation Regiment

photo: Jason barras
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I have flown chinooks for six years, 
both in afghanistan and Iraq.
this is probably the safest aircraft 

in the inventory, and its capability 
makes it a one-of-a-kind aircraft. 

one of the things that makes the 
chinook so unique is the capability 
of the aircraft. It has the ability to 
operate in so many different environ-
ments, like hot, dusty desert, high 
mountain snowy conditions — and 
it remains a versatile platform that 
gives us the capability to perform any 
mission, like carrying personnel or 
wounded, being able to sling-load or 
perform panicle landings pretty much 
anywhere we need to do it.

We have flown rescue missions after 
an earthquake in afghanistan, where 
the mission was flown at high alti-
tude in very cold temperatures. on 
another occasion in afghanistan we 
were called into a rescue mission in 
the mountains where a soldier had 
fallen into a ravine. this was high 
altitude, about 8,000 or 9,000 feet. 
We experienced high winds as well. 
other aircraft were unable to get into 
the area where the man had fallen. 
We were able to back into the narrow 
crevice in high winds and perform a 
one-wheel pinnacle landing to rescue 
the man.

CW3 Robert Vanover, 
instructor pilot

one of my more memorable 
experiences in afghanistan 
was a one-wheel panicle 

troop insertion, high on a ledge in the 
mountains. this was by far the most 
difficult mission I performed with my 
copilot captain burgert, a very good 
pilot in his own right.

the afghanistan terrain is worse than 
you can imagine. Dust is everywhere. 
there are sandstorms, and you oper-
ate in small landing areas. I have more 
than 4,000 hours flying chinooks, 
and believe me, these missions are a 
challenge. Without the crewmembers 
none of the landings would be pos-
sible.  

the agility and maneuverability of the 
chinook are far better than most real-
ize; this aircraft can maneuver into 
very tight spots. also, the chinook is 
probably one of the best instrument 
platforms out there with its afcs 
system. Its power margin is important 
as well. I encountered a dust storm 
in a mountain area, and the power of 
this aircraft enabled us to get over the 
mountains and out of danger.

CW4 Ahmad Upshaw, 
instructor pilot

photo: Jason barras photo: fIrst caV



’ve been flying chinooks for about 
16 years. this aircraft can perform 
any mission assigned — humani-

tarian, combat assault or serve as a 
weapons platform. It has the size, 
the power and the capability to 
execute the missions.

the desert is pretty flat, so all air-
craft perform pretty much the same, 
but in afghanistan we were operat-
ing at very high altitudes, and the 
higher you go, the thinner the air. 
this platform is so strong that we 
were able to execute missions that 
no one else could perform — work-
ing between 8,000 and 11,000 feet 
— moving fully equipped soldiers 
and putting them on the side of a 
mountain with only a two-wheel pin-
nacle or on 15- to 20-degree slopes. 
It is a very stable platform and a 
great warfighter.

I’ve done several tours in south and 
central america. there, we self-
deployed to perform humanitarian 
relief after earthquakes and hur-
ricanes. In one instance an earth-
quake had caused a roadway to 
shear off from the side of a moun-
tain, isolating people in the area. 
other aircraft attempted to land in 
a soccer field to do rescues, but 
because of the dust conditions they 

were browning out. We were trained 
to operate in those conditions, and 
in a one-day period we landed there 
more than 40 times, moving person-
nel and medical teams, food and 
water and removing the injured. We 
shocked the people watching us 
land in a tight area having only a 
few feet in front and on the sides, 
between trees and power lines. 

In afghanistan we operated in 
extreme temperature ranges. there 
was a temperature gauge on the 
windscreen. I have seen it pegged 
in the negative and maxed out in 
the positive, because temperatures 
are below freezing in the mountains 
and in a few hours you are in desert 
conditions where the temperature is 
130 or 140 degrees, and the aircraft 
always performed.

once you’re a soldier and you’re 
willing to serve your country, being 
a chinook pilot, you’re at the top of 
the frame. In no other airframe can 
you sling-load another aircraft and 
it’s great to fly, its fun and it just 
looks good! 

CW4 Richard Krell, 
standardization 
instructor pilot 
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FROM THE FACTORY

photo: bob fergUson



“It makes me proud when I hear about you 
flying our aircraft and that the chinook is 
exceeding expectations. We think about 
you when we make our decisions on 
usability, functionality and repairs. stay 
safe.”

Don Haskins,
factory support engineer
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“I have a great sense of pride knowing I build 
the best aircraft in the world for you…. I love to 
see these chinooks fly out of here.”

Les Albert, Jr., 
aircraft assembler

“It’s a privilege to work on the chinook and to 
know we are building a great aircraft for you. 
I wish you all the luck in the world…. thank 
you and stay safe.”

Bob Howat,
aircraft painter

“you all are doing an excellent job protecting 
us. Keep up the good work.”

Andrew Gallo,
sheet metal lead, moD center

“I’ve been here 20 years and I’m a Vietnam 
veteran. I’m proud to be associated with 
building the chinook, and I’m proud to have 
served my country and proud of the service 
you are performing.” 

“I’m a Vietnam veteran, so I can appreciate 
all you’re doing for us. 
thanks for what you do!” 

photos: freD troIlo

Gene May,
sheet metal assembler a

Doug Miller,
sheet metal assembler a
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ften when individuals retire they later go back to 
work. It is uncommon, however, to go back to work 
after more than 40 years of retirement.

on may 6 members of the Vietnam era combat unit, the 
53rd aviation Detachment, also known as the guns-a-go-
go unit, held their annual reunion in huntsville, ala. though 
it was a time for friends and family members of the veterans 
to get back together and rehash old war stories, it was also 
a time for ceremony.

In a “motto, lineage, colors handover ceremony” mem-
bers from the original unit passed the torch to the new 
21st century guns-a-go-go, the alpha company, 4th 
battalion,160th special operations aviation regiment.

handing over the name was bittersweet for many veterans. 
“I have mixed emotions. I have a very proprietary feeling 
about our unit and what we did. I’m very proud,” ralph 
“Doc” holloway, former easy Money pilot, said. “by the 
same token, I am really proud these guys think enough of 
us to carry it on. they’re going to carry on our history and 
traditions.” 

guns-a-go-go was the only attack cargo helicopter 
unit, which was deactivated after three of the four armed 
chinook helicopters were destroyed in Vietnam.

When the alpha company, a heavy assault chinook unit, 
was formed in December 2005, they started looking for a 
unit name and patch. one of the pilots, cWo mike rutledge, 

came across a Web site about the guns-a-go-go. 
he sent an e-mail to the Web master and requested to 
modify the patch for alpha company.  

after reaching a consensus among the group, the original 
commander of the 53rd aviation Detachment, bill tedesco, 
asked if alpha company would like to also take over their 
unit name.  

“It was very humbling to take on their name,” 
cpt Jeff siino, alpha company commander, said. 
“We have the deepest heartfelt gratitude to accept their 
lineage.”

to give alpha company the full appreciation of the name, 
siino called a formation where he gave crew members the 

guns-a-go-go history. “I literally had goose bumps when 
briefing the guys on this,” siino said. 

he also took an informal vote on adopting the new name. 
“you want the majority of the people to be on board with 
the name because it will last a lifetime with the unit,” siino 
said. “the name and motto, they are the cornerstone of the 
unit. they build esprit de corps, loyalty and camaraderie in 
that organization.”

to accept the new name, 23 alpha company 
crewmembers came to redstone, some flying in their air-
craft — the mh-47g chinook, all wearing 
the guns-a-go-go patch.

NEW UNIT
goes with historic 

name
By Kim Henry, staff writer, 

Redstone Arsenal, Alabama

o
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“When I saw these guys with the badge on their shoul-
der I got a lump in my throat,” said David Knight, 
a former guns-a-go-go gunner. “I am glad to see it on 
them. I’d rather see it on them than in my drawer.” 

Knight flew every mission on Co$t of Living except the 
last one. “I lost all of my friends in one fateful swoop,” 
he said about the ach-47’s crash.

the history of guns-a-go-go is a unique one that can 
be traced back to one lone armed/armored cargo 
helicopter, named easy Money that overlooks today’s 
program executive office for aviation. 

During the Vietnam War three test ach-47 chinooks, 
nicknamed easy Money, stump Jumper and Birth 
Control were deployed for six months temporary duty 
in Vietnam. a fourth ach-47a, called Co$t of Living, 
was the prototype and therefore stayed in the United 
states for flight testing. 

though these armed birds had a successful evaluation 
period — each destroyed every assigned target they 
engaged — three succumbed to fate. In august 1966, 
stump Jumper was destroyed by a freak ground-taxi 
accident with another chinook at the Vung tau airfield. 
after this misfortune, Co$t of Living stopped testing 
and joined the two other aircraft in theater.

In may 1967, Co$t of Living’s m24-a 20 mm cannon 
vibrated loose causing the weapon to rotate upward 
and fire into the forward rotor system. the blades 
separated and the aircraft tumbled to the ground 
killing all eight crewmembers on board. 

then in february 1968, Birth Control suffered the des-
tiny of her sisters. Birth Control received some bad 
hits from a gun run and had to auto-rotate into dry rice 
paddies. easy Money flew in and positioned herself 
between the enemy and Birth Control while rescuing 
the downed crewmembers. 

Due to the extra weight, easy Money fought to stay air-
borne, and though she received numerous hits, which 
wounded some crewmembers, she made it safely to 
camp evans. before a recovery team could rescue 
Birth Control, she was destroyed by mortar fire from 
the north Vietnamese army. having only one armed 
chinook left, coupled with the fact that lift helicopters 
were badly needed in the field, the guns-a-go-go unit 

was demobilized. easy Money went to south 
Vietnam where she served as a maintenance 
trainer for the allied Vietnamese. 

on remembering this event, holloway said all 
the guns-a-go-go members were reassigned to 
different units. “most people were unhappy. It was 
sad,” he said.

at the end of the hostilities in Vietnam, easy Money 
returned to the United states, where the aircraft at 
some point served as a sheet metal trainer at fort 
eustis, Va. It wasn’t until the late 1990s that easy 
Money was recognized, restored and later moved to 
redstone arsenal. 

When easy Money came to rest at redstone in 2000, 
the guns-a-go-go veterans reunited for the first time 
and have held a reunion every two years since.
their most recent reunion was an emotional one 
because it marked the 39th anniversary of the Co$t of 
Living going down as well as the handover ceremony 
to alpha company. 

crewmembers from alpha company found the event 
emotional as well. “Doc said to me, ‘captain you’ve 
got big shoes to fill,’” siino said. “our regiment’s motto 
is, ‘nightstalkers don’t quit.’ so during my remarks that 
night I told the group, ‘I can promise you this: We will 
not quit trying to fill those big shoes.’” 
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afourth U.s. army special operations 
aviation battalion was provisionally 
established at fort lewis, Wash., effec-

tive July 16. the new battalion is part of the 
160th special operations aviation regiment’s 
(airborne) overall reorganization to support 
growing special operations training and mis-
sion requirements well into the future. 

the new organizational structure has the regi-
mental headquarters collocated with the 1st 
and 2nd battalions at fort campbell, Ky., the 
3rd battalion located at hunter army airfield, 
ga., and the 4th battalion (provisional) located 
at fort lewis. as part of the transformation, 
company e, a mh-47 chinook helicopter 
company previously located in Korea, was re-
located back to fort campbell. two new com-
panies, f and g, are located at fort lewis.

“this transformation is a historic turning point 
for the special operations aviation community,” 
said col Kevin W. mangum, commander, 
160th soar (a). “the 160th remains actively 
engaged in two fronts of the global War 
on terrorism, currently supporting operations 
enduring freedom and Iraqi freedom, while 
simultaneously conducting critical training for 
night stalkers and their special operations 
forces customers to maintain the highest levels 
of combat readiness. “our new force size and 
structure will allow the 160th to support more 
special operations forces more often.”

the transformation is a combination of growth 
and internal re-organization with an end state 
of a strategically located and structured force. 
there is an overall increase of about 

700 personnel and about 20 aircraft for the 
regiment. Upon completion, which will take 
place over the next several years, 1st bn will 
have one ah-6 little bird helicopter company, 
one mh-6 little bird helicopter company and 
two companies of mh-60 black hawk heli-
copters. 2nd bn will have two mh-47 chinook 
companies and one mh-60 black hawk com-
pany. 3rd and 4th bns will be identical, both 
with two mh-47 chinook companies and one 
mh-60 black hawk company. each battalion 
also has a headquarters and headquarters 
company and a maintenance company. 

“the continuously growing demand for spe-
cial operations aviation support in combat 
and training signaled the need for growth 
and change in the 160th,” said ltc albert 
parmentier, soar(a) transformation officer. 
“over the past few years, experienced soldiers 
from across this and other commands took 
a hard look at all the current and anticipated 
requirements of the special operations com-
munity and developed a plan that postures us 
to support combat and training missions while 
maximizing our people, aircraft, flying hours, 
equipment and budget.” 

having 160th soldiers permanently stationed 
at fort lewis allows increased training oppor-
tunities with special operations forces on the 
West coast. the fort lewis area also offers 
numerous training environments that are nec-
essary for the soldiers of the 160th to maintain 
the highest level of combat readiness, includ-
ing mountain, urban, desert and water training. 
the close proximity to mcchord air force 
base, Wash., supports the regiment’s global 
mission requirements. 

Army Special Operations Aviation 
Regiment establishes 

4th Battalion
by Kimberly laudano, 160th special operations aviation regiment 

public affairs office
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“It is an exciting and demanding time for the soldiers and families of 4th battalion,” said 
ltc James c. Dugan, commander, 4th bn (p), soar(a). “our advance team hit the ground running 
in July 2005, and our momentum continues to grow. We look forward to working with the entire 
fort lewis community in the years to come.” 

the 160th special operations aviation r organizes, equips, trains, resources and employs army 
special operations aviation forces worldwide in support of contingency missions and war-fighting 
commanders. the soar has been actively engaged in the global War on terrorism since 2001.  

photo: coUrtesy of the 160th
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istorical preservation projects are successfully being 
performed across the country through community 
involvement. When citizens of hale, Iowa, took on 

the task of restoring and moving a vintage 1879 wrought 
iron train bridge, a chinook unit from the Iowa national 
guard stepped in to help with the burden. 

the wrought iron bowstring hale bridge, completed in 
1879, replaced a flood-prone wooden structure erected 
earlier. the 300-foot-long bridge provided year-round 
access across the Wapsipinicon river between north-
ern and southern hale township in anamosa, Iowa, and 
spurred economic development in the area by providing 
safe and reliable access to the rail line and depot at 
hale Village.

bowstring bridges like this one, with their distinctive arched 
or curved trusses, largely replaced wooden bridges over 
major streams and crossings in Iowa in the 1870s and 
1880s. although there were literally hundreds of bowstring 
arch bridges in Iowa by the end of the 19th century, only 
21 now remain, scattered across the state in allamakee, 
bremer, crawford, Dubuque, Johnson, Jones, montgomery, 
poweshiek and Winnishiek counties.

the bridge became eligible for the national register in 
1992, but it suffered damage in the 1993 floods. after it was 
repaired in a historically appropriate manner, it was listed 
on the national register in 1998. at the time, the three-
span bridge was the longest standing bowstring bridge in 
Iowa. a year earlier, however, Jones county officials closed 
the bridge to traffic because of deterioration and structural 
deficiencies.

In 2003, the bridge was dismantled, and its three spans 
were moved into storage for refurbishment and restoration 
and to allow construction of the new hale bridge.

meanwhile, the Jones county historic preservation 
commission took the lead locally in terms of garnering 
support for the bridge project through fundraising and 
volunteer efforts. In addition to considerable financial sup-
port from individuals and groups in and outside Jones 
county, the commission received $445,000 in grants from 
the state historical society of Iowa, Iowa Department of 
transportation, Iowa Department of economic Development, 
regional east central Iowa council of government, reap, 
racI and silos and smokestacks, and a donation from King 
Iron bridge, the original manufacturer of the hale bridge. 

the commission understood that the 
move would require military precision 
to execute, so it turned to company 
b, 2nd battalion, 211th aviation, Iowa 
army national guard. this guard unit 
has more than 10,000 hours of flight 
time in chinooks to its credit, includ-
ing tours in Iraq and afghanistan, sup-
porting presidential visits, conducting 
coast guard operations, providing fire 
and flood support and conducting air-
borne operations for the black Daggers 
(special operations parachute team), 
golden Knights (U.s. army parachute 
team), and the 194th Infantry long range 
surveillance Detachment. 

IoWa HEAVY haUlers
By Tom Marinucci

PHOTOS: MSG DUFF MCFADDEN, IOWA NATIONAL GUARD
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flight engineering teams planned the bridge move with mis-
sion precision in about three days. considerations included 
planning the move, which involved site visits and several 
flights for an aerial perspective. “We had to convince the 
engineer that we could lift from four upper points of the 
bridge sections as opposed to lifting from the four footpads,” 
said col randy Warm. “lifting from the footpads would have 
required extremely long sling legs and made the bridge sus-
ceptible to tipping while in flight. We have moved this type of 
bridge before and used video and pictures to convince the 
engineer that the structure was capable of being lifted from 
the upper points.”
 
the flight team from the 211th aviation walked each site and 
made several flights over the pickup and landing zones to 
cover approach and takeoff avenues under different prevailing 
wind scenarios. the selected flight path to the new site was 
at an altitude of 1,500 to 2,000 feet, to avoid built-up areas 
and houses in case of an emergency. 

While the unit’s ch-47Ds could more than handle the weight 
of the three bridge sections, teams worked to ensure that the 
bridge sections were carefully rigged to be lifted and carried 
15 miles to their new home on the Wapsipinicon river.

the day of the lift was foggy and hazy from melting snow. 
Initially, the guard thought to postpone the move, but it finally 
got minimum visual flight rule weather to start. “We used the 
Iowa highway patrol plane to circle above to keep air traffic 
and news choppers away from the area,” said Warm. “We 
also used them to coordinate road closings as we flew with 
the bridges.”

this lift would be a heavy haul for the guard; the 100-foot-
long section weighed 19,600 pounds, and the two 80-foot-
long sections weighed 15,500 pounds a piece. “We used one 
chinook to do the 100-foot span and another to move the 
other two sections,” explained col Warm. “the first 80-foot 
section was set on a jetty in the river next to the peers. this 
would be placed by a crane after the two end pieces were 
set. the next section was the 100-foot section, which we set 
on the shore abutment and a pier. It took about 10 minutes to 
set the section, as numerous trees and the shoreline fed our 
rotor wash back up into the aircraft. the last 80-foot section 
was set on the opposite abutment and pier, taking about 10 
minutes.”
 
the commander credits the flight engineers for their plan-
ning and demeanor while calling the bridges into place. “that 
made our job a lot easier and less stressful,” said Warm. 
“our crews worked as a team, and the pilots provided valu-
able advice through their expertise.”  
 
col Warm concluded, “In the end I was never happier to see 
two master caution lights come on (dual hook lights) in my 
flying career.” mission accomplished. 
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ver 700 pennsylvania national guard mem-
bers are performing around the clock opera-
tions for flood victims in the state. evacuation 

and search and rescue missions have air lifted nearly 
1,000 citizens with aviators continuing operations 
during the night during the June flooding.

“our pilots continued operations throughout the eve-
ning utilizing their night vision capabilities to aid in 
spotting those who may need rescued,” said 
mg Jessica Wright, state adjutant general. “We are 
continuing operations both on the ground and in the 
air.”

as the guards’ ch-47 chinook helicopters landed in 
new milford, pa., to evacuate citizens, whole fami-
lies, including infants and the elderly, boarded the 
helicopters that would ferry them to safety.

“We had some individuals that were handicapped as 
well as families that brought their pets,” said 
spc Joanne michael with the 109th mobile public 
affairs Detachment. “one lady even came on board 
with a basket full of puppies.”

the guard has a total of fifteen helicopters 
participating in the missions with eleven flying 
during the day and four at night.

“there are many stories of our national guard
soldiers support in these missions directly affect-
ing, and saving, pennsylvanians,” said col steven 
mahoney. “We have logged over 50 flight-hours and 
owe all our success to the efforts of the pilots and 
crewmembers along with our ground personnel who 
are working hard to keep our birds in the air.”

thirteen of those rescued were extracted by hoist on 
ch-47s. the hoist system operates on a winch con-
nected to a three-pronged hook that a crewmember 
is lowered on to stranded citizens. the crewmember 
then straps the victim in with himself on the hook, 
and they are winched together to the aircraft.

“this is my first rescue,” said cWo angie harris, 
a pilot with co. g 104th aviation, stationed at fort 
Indiantown gap, pa. “I flew missions for Katrina but I 
was delivering supplies. here I was able to do some-
thing that had a direct effect. It feels good.”

missions have been conducted in
• schulkill, susquehanna, luzerne, Wyoming, bucks, 
monroe, pike columbia and berks counties.
• search and rescue, security, evacuation and the 
transporting of potable water are among the 
ongoing operations with the anticipation of points of 
distribution in the future.  

pennsylvania national guard 
conducts rescue missions in support of flood relief
by pennsylvania national guard news service

photo: tIm leeDy, reaDIng eagle
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When cyclone larry struck north 
Queensland, australia, during the 
spring of 2006, the first response of 

the australian Defence forces (aDf) was to 
deploy military forces to aid the stricken area. 
operation larry assist was implemented, and 
relief was airborne. 

Using aircraft and vehicles, troops from the 
townsville-based 3rd brigade and the cairns-
based 51st far north Queensland regiment 
provided relief supplies, including tarpaulins, 
water, generators and food, to outlying commu-
nities in greater Johnstone shire.

air resupply, particularly by royal australian 
air force c-130 hercules and Dh-c4 caribou 
aircraft and army and navy helicopters, played 
a vital role in moving large quantities of relief 
supplies from sydney, brisbane and townsville. 
some of the lifts were dedicated to moving 
stores and supplies donated by the australian 
community. airlifts from townsville carried 
approximately 75,000 liters of bottled water and 
15.5 tonnes of tarpaulins.

In one spectacular airlift, a ch-47 chinook from 
the townsville 5th aviation regiment helped 
ergon energy repair the Innisfail electricity 
substation by moving a 32-meter-high trans-
mission tower from townsville.

aDf teams then concentrated on repair-
ing some vital infrastructure — including 
bridges and communications to local 

radio station 4Kz — and clearing a 
local school of debris. the aDf also 
continued to move much-needed 
supplies, such as bottled water, 
and to help with debris removal in 
the many communities affected 
by cyclone larry.   

aircraft from the aDf made 
an immediate and meaning-
ful initial contribution to the 
emergency management 
australia–led national 
response to this natural 
disaster.  
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Australian 
Chinooks 
lift support when 
Cyclone Larry strikes 
Queensland 
By Kent Quigley
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our years after operation Jacana, three royal 
air force boeing chinook hc2s returned to 
afghanistan to once again form 1310 flight and con-

duct preliminary operations ahead of operation herrick. 
operating from Kandahar air base in afghanistan they 
were originally tasked in support of the vanguard of 850 
UK personnel from 39 regiment, royal engineers and 
42 commando, royal marines, whilst they constructed 
camp bastion in southern helmand province. 

three further chinooks arrived in april along with the first 
of eight army air corps apaches and four lynx to bring 
the UK’s Joint helicopter force (afghanistan) up to full 
complement. 

at that time camp bastion was being prepared for the 
arrival of the UK-led helmand task force (htf) com-
prising over 3300 troops who arrived in late may. the 
UK-led htf is based around 16 air assault brigade 
headquarters, 3rd battalion, the parachute regiment 
and royal artillery air defence personnel from 
21 battery who formed part of the helmand provincial 
reconstruction team (prt). the hQ and the prt 

element are based at lashkar gar, the provincial capital, 
with 3 para based at camp bastion (15 km northwest of 
lashkar gar) along with a small detachment of troops at 
geresk, all located in the heartland of helmand province 
along the helmand river valley. this region is the larg-
est poppy growing and heroin producing region within 
afghanistan.  

Joint Helicopter Force (Afghanistan)
the UK’s Joint helicopter command element is based 
around the six raf boeing chinook hc2s from 1310 
flight, plus eight 9 regiment, army air corps apache 
ah1s and four lynx ah7s. the six raf chinook hc2s 
were transported into theatre by raf 99 squadron c-17 
aircraft and set up their operational base at Kandahar 
airfield working alongside other multi-national helicopters 
operating at Kandahar on operation enduring freedom. 
this included U.s. army (tf Knight hawk), chinook 
ch-47Ds, australian chinook ch-47Ds, and Dutch 
air force (rnlaf) chinook ch-47Ds from task force 
orange. 

by february 3, the first three raf chinooks had begun 
preliminary operations. by february 17, they were under-

RAF Chinooks return to Afghanistan
By Patrick Allen

photo: patrIcK allen
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taking full time tasking in support 
of UK troops building camp bastion 
along with tasking in support of the 
canadian led multi-national brigade. 
this multi-national tasking included 
day and night tasking in support of 
multi-national forces throughout the 
helmand province. this involved troop 
moves and re-supply missions, includ-
ing re-supplying french units at Kajaki 
lake and spin boldar down on the 
pakistan border. 

once the 3 para battle group was fully 
established at camp bastion, 1310 
flight forward based two chinooks 
there, with one aircraft dedicated to 
the Immediate response team role to 
provide 24 hour medical evacuation 
and emergency response. this aircraft 
operates with medics and doctors 
from the local field hospital at camp 
bastion. the other aircraft is also avail-
able for local area tasking. the remain-

ing four aircraft operate from Kandahar 
with two available for tasking and two 
as operational reserves. 

the helmand region is a hostile place 
in terms of both environment and 
enemy. the taliban and local poppy 
producers have already stated their 
intent to take down a helicopter, and 
intelligence has confirmed that they 
have the capability. helmand is a pow-
erbase for supporters of the deposed 
taliban regime with well-established 
insurgent groups. 

raf chinooks operate a mutual sup-
port regime when undertaking mis-
sions with two aircraft protecting one 
another. raf chinooks have one of the 
best aircraft protection systems avail-
able to counter most man-portable 
air defence threats with full armoured 
plating and are armed with both m60D 
and m134 miniguns. 1310 flight have 

many years of experi-
ence in operating in 
these types of hostile 
regions, and they pride 
themselves on using 
intelligence, 
initiative and tactical skills to minimise 
any perceived threats. 

group captain sean reynolds, the 
chinook station commander at raf 
odiham, stated “prelim operations 
have gone very well and have set the 
conditions for the main force to hit the 
ground running. the chinook crews 
are very familiar with this theatre of 
operations and are well prepared for 
the demanding challenge it presents.” 
2 flights from 18 sqn and 3 flights 
from 27 sqn will roulement under 
the banner of 1310 flight for what 
is expected to be a 3-year enduring 
operation.  
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An RAF Chinook is seen delivering urgently 
needed supplies to French Special Forces 
troops at Kajaki Lake in the mountains 
northwest of Kandahar.

photo: patrIcK allen
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he ch-47 “chinook” helicopters of the “eracle” task 
force have been operating under difficult conditions in 
afghanistan since august 24, 2005. 

the three ch-47s come from the 1st “antares” regiment, based 
in Viterbo near rome, and are essential for the maneuverabil-
ity of the Kabul multi-national brigade (Kmnb VIII) — under 
Italian command since July 20 (bg claudio graziano). Within 
the framework of the nato Isaf mission (International security 
assistance force), the brigade’s aim is to support the process of 
consolidating afghan institutions.

for previous operations abroad, the chinooks always reached 
their destination either on board ships or under their own power 
(e.g., flying from Italy to Kosovo or albania). this time, for 
afghanistan, there was a whole new set of problems, so it was 
decided to fly the chinooks there using the vast cargo space of 
the antonov a127 transport plane. this was the first time that the 
chinooks had reached their operational area transported inside 
a cargo plane — a task which required dismantling the rotors 
and tail assemblies. 

the “eracle” task force was initially deployed at the forward 
support base in herat, for a period of time around 18 
september 2005 (when parliamentary elections were held in 
Italy). Immediately afterwards, they were redeployed to Kabul 
international airport to support the Kabul multi-national brigade 
(Kmnb) under Isaf.

the task force personnel all come from the only Italian unit 
equipped with chinooks — the 1st regiment aVes “antares” 
based in Viterbo. thanks to these helicopters, this regiment has 
gained considerable experience in operating abroad, including 
somalia, mozambique, Kurdistan, namibia, albania, Kosovo, 
followed by Iraq (where they stayed until they moved to 
afghanistan last year).

Blue Berets

photo: 1st antares regIment

By COL Massimo Giraudo, Public Information Officer
1st Antares Regiment

Afghanistan
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choosing chinooks for operations in a hostile, mountain-
ous area like afghanistan is linked to the fact that their high-
altitude performance ensures safe conduct of all missions 
with a sufficient margin of safety. the rarefied mountain air, 
the low temperature and the task of carrying heavy pay-
loads, make the chinooks the ideal means of transport for 
this part of the world, thanks to their reserve of power and 
their high level of safety. 

beneath the snow-clad heights of the hindu Kush, narrow 
valleys lead to the ancient Jam minarets. the men of the 
task force have been operating here since late october in 
the area of Kmnb’s responsibility, in a state of permanent 
readiness for the following types of missions:
• Quick reaction force;
• Quick reaction alert;
• mass casualty evacuation; 
• transport of troops and materials;
• transport with payloads inside or suspended;
• transport and evacuation of non-afghan personnel.

the presence of the Italian chinooks was especially impor-
tant during a rescue operation for a Dutch helicopter which 
had made a forced landing for technical reasons in a moun-
tainous area at an altitude of well over 4,000 meters.

In recent months, the Italian helicopters have taken part 
in many operational activities, carrying out more than 200 
missions with more than 220 flying hours. overall, they 
have transported more than 3,200 members of Isaf as 
well as 800 troops who have had the chance to practice 
operational procedures for helicopter boarding and de-
boarding. at the same time, they have carried almost 100 
tons of materials.

last month, the “eracle” task force was involved in joint 
training activities with several other countries from the mul-
tinational group operating as “quick reaction forces.” 

the aim of this specific training program 
was to improve interoperability of units 
and reduce reaction times. It culminated in 
flight operations involving several platoons, 
together with their tactical vehicles loaded in 
the hold or suspended. 

the versatility of the chinook is such that it can transport 
33 fully equipped troops, or it can load two vehicles in the 
hold, or external payloads suspended from three hooks, for 
a total of over 9 tons. 

the ch-47 chinook helicopter came into service with the 
Us armed forces in 1962. this year, the manufacturer, 
boeing, rolled out the first example of the new version, the 
ch-47f. after 43 years, this splendid helicopter still leads 
the field in the heavy category and is not only going strong 
but also entering a new phase in life.

the Italian army first used the ch-47c in the turkey-Iraq 
area (Kurdistan) in 1991 for the “airone” mission, followed 
by somalia in 1993, then mozambique, albania, Kosovo, 
Iraq and now afghanistan. 

currently, chinooks are used by the armed forces of the 
United states, Italy, UK, spain, Japan, australia, south 
Korea and holland, to name just the main users. the heli-
copters are the D version (which the Usa will replace with 
the f version). by 2022, boeing plans to produce 513 f 
and g versions, including new and reconfigured models of 
existing versions.

the frequent missions that the ch 47s and the crews of 
the “eracle” task force are making testify to their unrivaled 
contribution in achieving the aims of their demanding task.

the ongoing and unstinting efforts of the crews in all their 
activities, both for training and operational purposes, clearly 
show the exceptional human and professional qualities that 
distinguish these “blue berets.” 
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uring a 12–month mission in the desert of the 
southern Iraqi province of al muthana, chinook 
ch-47D helicopters once again proved to be 

of immeasurable value to the royal netherlands air 
force (rnlaf). as part of the stabilization force Iraq 
(sfIr), three chinooks of the 298 squadron were 
deployed for medical evacuation (medevac) and 
logistical missions. looking back, the chinook crews 
underline how smoothly the operations proceeded. 
they do however vividly remember how a number of 
emergencies demanded a maximum effort of them 
as well as the helicopters.

the 298 squadron of the rnlaf is stationed at 
the soesterberg air base in the netherlands. Its 11 
chinook ch-47D helicopters have been deployed in 
conflict zones across the globe, including macedonia, 
Kosovo, albania, ethiopia, eritrea, bosnia, Iraq and 
afghanistan. the squadron’s main tasks involve the 
transport of troops and cargo as well as medevacs 
and combat support. the Dutch chinooks are all 
equipped with the state-of-the-art glass cockpit, 
consisting of a fully digitalized instrument panel. 
looking back at the sfIr mission, which took place 
between July 2003 and July 2004, commander of the 
298 squadron ltc bart hoitink, loadmaster sgm 
fons meijers and pilot cpt michiel Dekkers can’t 
imagine how any mission could be successful with-
out “their” helicopter. 

“our mission in Iraq started right after the war was 
officially declared ‘over’ in July 2003” says Dekkers. 
“While the ultimate goal was to help stabilize the 
province of al muthana in order to eventually rebuild 
it, our main focus was on transporting Dutch troops 
needing medical attention. the extreme weather 
conditions and many unexpected events made our 
daily operations extraordinarily challenging.” 

Doing what’s best, 
not just what’s expected
While the chinooks were being shipped from the 
netherlands to Kuwait for assembly, Dekkers and 
meijers set out to prepare the tallil air base in al 
muthanna, Iraq, for the arrival of the helicopters and 
the rest of the 100 rnlaf troops. meijers: “It took 
us three weeks to build up our operations area at 
tallil, a base that we shared with the Italians and the 
americans. once the infrastructure was ready, we 
went to Kuwait to pick up the chinooks.” the fol-
lowing two weeks were set aside for test flights and 
exploration of the surroundings. sooner than expect-
ed, however, more serious business emerged. only 
four days after arrival of the chinooks, the first night 
flight turned out to be a medevac flight. Dekkers: “a 
14-year-old Iraqi girl with severe second and third 
degree burns was brought into a field hospital of 
Dutch marines in as samawah. 

Dutch SFIR mission owes success to 

      chinook ch-47D
                   By Harald Boersma, Publicis Consultants Van Sluis

chinook - the only certainty in desert conflict.

D



In order to give her a better chance of survival 
we were asked to take her to a better equipped 
hospital. In situations like that improvising and 
being flexible can make the difference between 
life and death. even though it didn’t fall within 
our responsibilities, we decided to do every-
thing humanly possible to save her. In this case, 
this meant taking her to an Intensive care unit 
in tallil. sadly, she died three days after we 
brought her in. It turned out that not even in a 
specialized Western hospital would she have 
had a chance of survival. naturally the news 
came as a shock to us, but we also felt proud 
to have been involved in an attempt to really 
make a difference: trying to save an innocent 
girl’s life! 

Flying with brains
three months later, the 298 squadron was 
called upon by the british division commander, 
after the head office of the Italian military police 
was hit by a truck bomb attack in nearby 
nasiriya, killing 14 Italians and 8 Iraqis. meijers 
remembers how panic and chaos dominated the 
scene: “the blast was of such magnitude, that 
we could physically feel it at our base. When we 
arrived at the scene, we were asked to prepare 
our medevac chinook for transporting no fewer 
than eight severely wounded. once we got to 
work, the number of victims we were to transport 
dropped to two, and finally to one Italian. During 
transport to a british hospital in basra, we had 
to be extremely careful. flying too high and too 
fast could have caused additional injuries to the 
victim. flying too low might have endangered 
the entire crew as well as the victim by bringing 
us all in reach of potentially hostile troops on the 
ground. 

as a loadmaster, I had to constantly commu-
nicate with the onboard physician and with the 
captain to determine how fast and how high we 
should fly. the only thing we were sure about 
was the reliability of the chinook. 
other than that, our job was all about human 
decisions about the lives of people. We got the 
injured Italian to the hospital in basra, from which 
he was later flown home to Italy, where he died 
weeks later in the company of his relatives.”  

Indispensable tool
commander bart hoitink reflects: “experiences 
like these make a lasting impression on the crew-
members. they have had to deal with situations 
that are difficult to train for. nonetheless, we all 
believe our mission in Iraq has been relatively 
safe and very successful. the chinook helicop-
ters once again played a major part in that suc-
cess. In crisis situations the reliability of these 
helicopters, combined with their adaptability to 
various climate and altitudinal conditions, makes 
an enormous difference. the chinook’s specific 
qualifications make it an indispensable support 
tool in modern warfare.” 

Too successful?
the intensive deployment of its 11 chinook 
ch-47D helicopters over the past 10 years, 
has provided the 298 squadron of the rnlaf 
with an unusual problem. the popularity of the 
helicopters in international crisis and relief mis-
sions has put such a strain on the squadron’s 
staff, that a substantial number of new recruits 
and new chinooks are needed to maintain the 
squadron’s high level of service. before 2010, 
the rnlaf aims to increase the 298 squadron 
fleet from 11 to 17, and maybe 20 chinooks and 
from 100 to 175 personnel. 
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While at eustis, the cav soldiers practiced 
rigging a chinook in day, night, chemical 
and cold weather conditions using both the 
two-point and four-point methods with an 
average time of 11 minutes in each set of 
conditions. 

the 615th asb later participated in the 
ch-47 aerial recovery certification test march 
27–31, in san angelo, texas along with more 
than a dozen other organizations. the test 
evaluated the flightworthiness of the UmarK 
to safely conduct an aerial recovery of a ch-
47D using both the two-point and four-point 
rigging methods.

“although the UmarK components have 
been in use by operational units for three 
years, this was the first time the UmarK 
ch-47 configuration was used,” hannah 
said. “all previous ch-47 efforts with the 
UmarK were limited to analysis, studies and 
modeling and simulation.”

hannah said the 1st cav Daart held steady 
through the strong rotor wash and blowing 
dirt to make the hook-up.

“the results for both tests provided excellent 
data,” said hannah. “the team will spend 
the next few weeks analyzing the data to 
determine the safe parameters, but initial 
indications suggest that the army will certify 
the UmarK to aerial recover a ch-47 by 
July 1.” 

CHINOOK NEWS
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soldiers from the 1st air cavalry brigade’s 
615th aviation support battalion have 
been working with the army’s aviation 

systems project, the cargo project office and 
the aviation ground support equipment 
product management office to test and certify 
a system that will allow a ch-47 chinook to 
carry other chinooks.

the Unit maintenance aerial recovery Kit 
provides aviation maintenance units the abil-
ity to quickly rig battle-damaged, non-fly-
able, crash damaged, or aircraft undergoing 
maintenance for airlift evacuation. the sys-
tem is currently certified for ah-64 apaches,  
Uh-60 blackhawks, Uh-1 Iroquois, oh-58 
Kiowa Warriors and ah-1 cobras. 

“the UmarK provides army units the tools and 
procedures to quickly rig an aircraft, in less than 
30 minutes, for aerial recovery, thereby limiting 
the soldier’s exposure to unnecessary danger 
by spending time to provide security, conduct 
damage assessment and performing mainte-
nance,” said maJ matt hannah, assistant prod-
uct manager for the aviation ground support 
equipment product management office.

In January, six troopers from the 1st cavalry 
Division’s 615th asb Downed aircraft aircrew 
recovery team prepared for the test by con-
ducting rigging check-out procedures at fort 
eustis, Va. 

the Daart has two options when rigging a 
chinook, a two-point or a four-point configura-
tion, hannah said. both methods use a dual 
hook configuration on the lifting ch-47. the 
decision on which method to use is based on 
the integrity of the chinook’s two pylons and 
transmissions, hannah said. 

a ch-47 chinook carries another chinook using 
a two point recovery system during testing of the 
Unit maintenance aerial recovery Kit. 

U.s. army photo by sgt michael morgan, 131st aviation brigade, 
alabama army national guard

R E C O V E R YCav aircraft recovery team helps certify Chinook recovery system    
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or soldiers on the front lines in Iraq, the need 
for supplies and materiel is critical for sus-
taining a force deployed over 17,000 square 
miles.

  
the 4th Infantry Division’s combat aviation bri-
gade ch-47 chinook helicopters have become a 
major factor in ensuring repair parts, mail and other 
much-needed materiel reach its intended destina-
tions.
  
to date, cab aircraft have delivered more than 7.7 
million pounds of cargo and more than 60,800 pas-
sengers to locations throughout Iraq since taking 
over multi-national Division — baghdad’s avia-
tion mission four months ago. of these passen-
gers, more than 40,000 have traveled aboard the 
brigade’s ch-47 chinooks.
  
the chinooks are assigned to company b, 2nd 
battalion, 4th aviation regiment, and have been 
solely responsible for bringing a heavy-lift capabil-
ity to the fight. because the chinook pilots have 
flown more than 2,000 hours and delivered more 
than 3,800 tons of materiel, coalition forces have 
been able to keep more than 1,400 trucks off the 
roadways.
 

“I’m really proud because of the number of people 
we keep off the road. It’s as important as any other 
mission,” explained cW2 brent byington, pilot, 2-4 
avn. regt. “We know we’re keeping those people 
off the roads.”
  
byington said he realizes the importance of their 
mission, but added loading the pallets, which can 
weigh as much as 7,000 pounds, is a difficult as-
pect of his job.
  
according to sgt marc lamontagne, crew chief, 
2-4 avn. regt., the various missions include dif-
ferent types of supplies and, on many occasions, 
travel to various forward operating bases through-
out Iraq.
  
 byington said flying has its advantages — but like 
most deployed soldiers, he said he misses one as-
pect about not being on the ground. 
  
“When I fly, there are some neat things out here in 
baghdad,” he said. “I miss that I’m not actually get-
ting to see (the culture) of Iraq.” 

camp taJI, Iraq - 
cW2 brent byington, ch-47 chinook 
helicopter pilot assigned to company 
b, 2nd battalion, 4th aviation regiment, 
combat aviation brigade, 4th Infantry 
Division, runs through pre-flight pro-
cedures before taking off on a mission 
here april 17.

4th Infantry Division News
     cab chInooKs sUstaIn 
the force
by sgt. 1st class reginald rogers, cab pao, 4th Inf. Div.
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he six 350-pound rotor blades sliced through the 
Iraqi winter air, producing the distinctive thunder-

ous thud of the ch-47D chinook cargo helicopter. the 
helicopter slowly touched down, back wheels first and then 
the nose, before coming to a rest on its section of the flight 
line on contingency operating base speicher, Iraq. for 
the crew of five soldiers from 6th battalion, 101st combat 
aviation brigade, it is the end of a 12-plus hour workday, 
and another successful air assault mission feb. 17. 

In the wee hours of the morning, the soldiers, flying in one 
of the chinooks on the mission, had inserted teams of 
american soldiers from the 3rd battalion, 187th Infantry 
regiment, 3rd brigade combat team and Iraqi army to 
capture a suspected insurgent financier in the samarra 
area. several hours later, in the daylight, after the area was 
secure, the chinooks swept back down and picked up 
the soldiers, who were not able to capture the suspected 
financier on this mission, but returned with some valu-
able information for future missions. the 101st airborne 
Division, which 6th battalion, 101st cab is a part of, is the 
only air assault division in the army, and the air assault is 
the division’s signature mission. 

for the crew of aviation soldiers from company b, 6th 
battalion, 101st combat aviation brigade on board the 
chinook, flying an air assault mission is often the highpoint 
of flying in Iraq. 

hackney is a crew chief on the chinook. he works together 
with a second crew chief, a flight engineer, co-pilot and a 
pilot to make the missions happen. While the pilots flew 
the troops in, the two crew chiefs and flight engineer acted 
as the eyes and ears of the aircraft, scanning the areas the 
pilots can’t see out of the cockpit windshield, and protect-
ing the chinook and its passengers with m240 h machine 
guns mounted on the side doors and rear ramp of the heli-
copter. hackney said he typically mans the rear gun, where 
he can view the Iraqi countryside for miles around from a 
couple hundred feet in the air. he scans for enemy activity 
on the ground, for aircraft in the sky entering the immediate 
airspace, and any other 

things that could interfere with the flight of the massive heli-
copter, which weighs more than 30,000 pounds with fuel 
and a crew. When he isn’t flying in the chinook, hackney, 
the other crew chief and flight engineer, are out maintaining 
it, or conducting pre or post flight inspections. this often 
means long days, day in and day out for the crew, but 
hackney said that doesn’t bother him at all. 

“this is my aircraft — I keep it up, keep it flying, keep it 
clean, as much as I can. that aircraft reflects who I am,” 
hackney said. “the helicopter itself just has me, the crew 
chief and a flight engineer — we’re pretty much the main-
tainers of it. the pilots rotate in and out.” 

one of these pilots is cW2 bobby sattazahn, who served 
as the co-pilot on the air assault. as with hackney, he said 
it is his favorite type of mission to fly. 

“I love the look on the soldiers faces when they’re all 
excited on an air assault mission,” sattazahn said. “the 
adrenaline rush is there. Just being able to contribute and 
be a combat multiplier is what it’s all about.” 

sattazahn, who is from manheim, pa., has been a chinook 
pilot since may 2004, but has been in the army since 1990, 
having worked in the psychological operations branch prior 
to that. like most chinook pilots, he said he is in love with 
the aircraft he flies. the chinook is an older aircraft, having 
been in use since the Vietnam era, but sattazahn said it still 
holds up against any of the more modern models. 

“I think the chinook is very important to the mission, 
because we are a key ingredient to our maneuverability, 
not just on air assaults but in the overall mission,” he said. 
“the capabilities of our aircraft are tremendous, whether 
it’s sling-loading hmmWVs, or it might be carrying rock-
ets (conducting resupply) to help re-arm the Kiowas and 
apache helicopters — we can put almost anything inside 
this thing. We can even put a hmmWV on the inside and 
carry one underneath.”
 

For 6th Battalion pilots, crew chief, 
nothing beats an air assault    

story and photos by sgt ryan matson, 101st combat aviation brigade

t



While both soldiers agreed that the air assault 
missions are a favorite to fly, sattazahn said that 
the unit’s primary mission is battlefield circula-
tion, meaning transporting soldiers from one 
place to another throughout Iraq. the chinooks 
fly a mission known as the eagle express, where 
they take people to the various U.s. military loca-
tions in the country. for this, the chinook, which 
is designed to transport up to 44 troops, is the 
ideal aircraft for the mission. In fact, sattazahn 
said the spaciousness of the aircraft is another 
thing he enjoys about chinooks. 

“When it’s time to deploy with your aircraft the 
amount of space inside enables us to bring 
everything we could possibly need,” sattazahn 
said. “the other airframes have to use conexes 
(metal container) to haul all their equipment. 
When we go to the field, there’s that old joke that 
if you smell a barbecue in the field, it’s probably 
the chinook unit, because we have room for the 
grill!!” “

our motto is, there’s always room for one more. 
When we fly around at night, we pick up a lot of 
passengers who are space available.” 

both soldiers said they miss their families and 
are eager to return home. sattazahn and his wife 
have six children, four boys and two girls. While 
they are here, though, the soldiers are getting an 
aerial view of a changing Iraq. 

“It’s great, we fly at day fly at night — we get to 
see the people on the ground and everybody’s 
waving, all that kind of stuff,” hackney said. 

flying the Iraqi army on missions is also a good 
experience, he added. ”It’s just great to see that 
the Iraqis out there helping us and being a part of 
it all,” he said. “I know there are some bad ones 
out there, but there are probably twice as many 
good ones.”  
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raqi army and U.s. soldiers 
raided a suspected insurgent train-
ing camp during operation Iron 
triangle near lake thar thar, 

southwest of tikrit may 9.

nearly 200 soldiers from 1st battalion, 
1st brigade, 4th Iraqi army Division, 
and approximately 230 soldiers from 
the 101st airborne Division’s 3rd 
brigade combat team air assault-
ed from ch-47 chinook and Uh-60 
blackhawk helicopters into the sus-
pected camp after intelligence sourc-
es pin-pointed the location as being 
the muthana chemical complex. 

the 150-square kilometer complex 
was a chemical production facility 
that was closed by the United nations 
after the fall of the former regime.

“Insurgents were coming here to 
train, conduct link-up operations, 
and moving out to attack coalition 

forces,” said cpt andrew graham, 
assistant plans and operations 
officer, 3rd battalion, 320th field 
artillery regiment.

the combined three-day operation 
netted more than 200 suspected 
insurgents.

“We have been finding evidence that 
this place has been used to train 
insurgents,” graham said. “We con-
ducted a detailed search, detained 
suspicious individuals, and [used] the 
intelligence that we got from them, 
which resulted in follow-on opera-
tions on day two.”

searches yielded propaganda mate-
rials, rifles and videos. 

Iraqi soldiers also gathered names of 
potential threats from the detainees 
nabbed during the operation.

“We have found some smaller caches 
and have captured more than 10 men 
who we found to be part of tahiwed 
and Jihad [insurgent groups],” said 
ltc musab Josif, 1st bn., 1st bde., 
4th Ia Div. “the best thing we had 
during the mission is good coopera-
tion between the Iraqi and american 
soldiers. they worked together as 
one team.”

the partnership between Iraqi army 
and coalition forces was one of the 
many successes of the mission.

“the Iraqi army is becoming more 
and more competent in the planning 
and execution of missions,” graham 
said. “In regards to that, they are very 
capable of doing their own tactical 
operations and reacting to 
intelligence.” 

Operation Iron Triangle 
       shuts down insurgent training camp
           by patrick allen

tIKrIt, Iraq (army news service, may 15, 2006) 
A Chinook flies in a vehicle in support of Operation Iron Triangle. 
Approximately 80 vehicles were used during the mission.

Photo: SPC Cassandra Groce
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 he provincial governor and the 
commander of the coalition’s 
military task force joined local 
citizens here may 29 in celebrat-

ing the opening of a new bridge across 
the helmand river. 

about 250 afghans from nearby vil-
lages were in attendance as provincial 
gov. abdul hakim monib and army 
mg benjamin freakley, commander 
of combined Joint task force 76, offi-
cially opened the 120-foot steel bridge. 
gen rahmutullah raufi, commander 
of the afghan national army 205th 
corps, and other afghan national se-
curity force officials also attended. 

the helmand river has been a natural 
barrier cutting off much of northern and 
western Uruzgan from Kandahar and 
other avenues of regional commerce 
and development. before the bridge 
was completed may 26, transit across 
the river was limited mostly to a few fer-
ry services. future road improvements 
and possible other bridge projects will 
make travel into and throughout the 
afghanistan interior more manageable 
for afghans. 

construction of the actual bridge took 
only two days, but it took nearly 200 
villagers more than a month to build 
a pair of 30-foot abutments from the 
river’s edge so the bridge could span 
the swollen river. 

the bridge construction presented a 
challenge to logistics planners, accord-
ing to a coalition engineer. “We had no 
real road access here, no equipment,” 
said the coalition engineer. 

“We had to hire 212 afghan workers 
and four tractors to comb the coun-
tryside for rocks, cart them here and 
unload them.” 

once the abutments were finished, af-
ghan soldiers and coalition engineers 
quickly built the bridge, joining togeth-
er hundreds of heavy steel parts. 

the coalition trained the afghan army 
engineers how to build the bridge in 
tarin Khowt, Uruzgan’s capital, in late 
april and early may. from there, ch-47 
chinook helicopters lifted the bridge 
pieces over steep mountain passes to 
the construction site. It took 25 trips 
over 10 days to transport all the bridge 
components. 

“the training was phenomenal,” the 
coalition engineer said about prepara-
tions with the 205th corps, which has 
its headquarters in Kandahar. “[ana 
engineers] pick up things so fast. they 
are good workers. I am really pleased 
with their performance.” 

the ana engineers have built the tarin 
Khowt-Kandahar highway, several 
schools, mosques and health facilities 
as well as mosques in Kandahar and 
other southern afghan provinces. 

“for 30 years there was fighting in 
afghanistan,” said amirullah, the ana 
engineer company commander. “there 
remained no schools, no hospitals. 
now we are doing great things for my 
country. I feel very good about what 
my men are doing.” 

monib promised more improvements 
to infrastructure in the region here, but 
asked in return for the village elders to 
promote peaceful cooperation with the 
coalition and afghan government. 

the region here has historical ties to the 
taliban and has served as a sanctuary 
for taliban hardliners for years. on may 
19, taliban extremists attacked a joint 
afghan and american military convoy 
just four kilometers from the bridge 
site. 

“because of the building of this bridge, 
hopefully the people of cahar chineh 
will help bring peace to Uruzgan,” 
monib said. “I invite the taliban to 
come and join us for the peace pro-
cess ... for a better afghanistan. fight-
ing is not the way to make afghanistan 
better.”

“We hope that you will take the words 
of the governor to heart and that you 
will all work together for peace and 
security in Uruzgan province,” freak-
ley said. “We look forward to working 
more road projects and other neces-
sities — clinics and police stations ... 
whatever the governor wants, as we 
have security in this area.” 

(army sgt cain s. claxton is assigned to 
combined Joint special operations task 
force afghanistan.)  

Afghan Army, coalition celebrate bridge opening 
story and photos by sgt cain s. claxton, Usaf,  

UrUzgan proVInce, afghanistan, may 31.
combined Joint task force 76 commander army
mg benjamin freakley discusses security and 
infrastructure during a bridge opening ceremony in the 
cahar chineh district of afghanistan’s Uruzgan 
province on may 29. 
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lthough the combat aviation 
brigade’s chinook helicop-
ters fly every night, perhaps 
one of the key benefits of 

their mission is fewer convoys roll-
ing off the forward operating bases 
throughout multi-national Division 
— baghdad’s area of operation.
 
the nightly flights have kept an 
estimated 3,000 trucks and more 
than 7,000 soldiers off the roads of 
baghdad. 

“We’re preserving democracy one 
pallet at a time,” said cW2 phillip 
lopez, a chinook pilot from patterson, 
la., assigned to company b, 2nd 
battalion, 4th aviation regiment, 
mnD-b. “once we started doing 
this mission, they started seeing the 
numbers of folks on the road dwindle. 
as a unit, we can move them faster 
than they can on the ground — and 
it saves lives without having civilians 
and military folks on the ground. In a 
night, we can move several trucks-
worth of pallets back and forth.” 

the chinooks move an average of 40 
pallets every night around the 
mnD-b area. the brigade has trans-
ported more than 7,679 tons of 
equipment. 

the chinook crews work close-
ly with soldiers from the division’s 
sustainment brigade in getting 
equipment and supplies to where 
they are needed within the 
mnD-b area of operations. soldiers 
who would normally drive trucks to 
deliver the valued equipment said 
they are pleased with the efforts of 
the chinook crews. 

“I feel a whole lot safer,” said 
sgt marcus hargrave, a motor trans-
port operator who is on his second 
deployment to Iraq and is assigned to 
the 155th cargo transport company. 
Instead of driving humvees and 
“deuce-and-halves” on convoy mis-
sions, hargrave said his job now 
consists of driving forklifts and hum-
vees on camp taji. “I don’t have 
to worry about improvised-explosive 
devices or anything like that. as long 
as we’re not on the road we’re good. 
I think there’s a lot less people get-
ting injured and killed.” 

although the helicopters are immune 
to the dangers of roadside bombs, 
they battle a different type of threat 
in the air. 

“there is still risk involved,” lopez 
added. “the advantage of flying is 
that we’re not out there on the road 
and not seeing the implanted IeDs. 
We have more maneuverability; we’re 
not fixed on a road; we can alter our 
path to whatever you need to do in 
the air. It makes us a lot harder target 
than a convoy.” 
 
not only does the Iron eagle brigade 
keep fewer convoys from having to 
roll, it also moves the equipment and 
personnel faster and safer due to the 
chinook’s speed, aerial abilities and 
countermeasures emplaced to pro-
tect the crews and passengers. 

CAB Chinooks 
    keep trucks, personnel off  perilous roads
 crews “preserve democracy one pallet at a time” 
  by spc creighton holub, cab pao, 4th Inf. Div. 

a
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a crew chief assigned to the company b, 2nd battalion, 
4th aviation regiment, combat aviation brigade, 4th 
Infantry Division, guides a sustainment brigade forklift 
operator toward a chinook during pallet loading opera-
tions here July 14. the missions flown by the chinook 
teams help lower the number of convoys needed to 
move equipment and personnel in and around the 
baghdad area.

a chinook crew chief gives visual directions to a forklift 
operator while loading the helicopter with pallets using 
a new roller tines system. the roller tines system makes 
the pallets roll into the aircraft easier and keeps the 
tail ramp from being damaged during load operations, 
whereas in the past, it would have made contact with 
the ground. 
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the 1st aviation regiment, antares, the special Italian army corps that 

operates the chinooks, celebrated its 30th anniversary recently in 
Viterbo, Italy. 

ack Dougherty, director of chinook 
programs, and Ken eland, chinook 
program manager, were inducted into the 

honorable order of st. michael and presented 
with bronze medals, at a ch-47f rollout dinner 
in June. the medals, presented by col tim 
crosby, U.s. army cargo helicopters program 
manager, are given to individuals who embody 
qualities of courage, justice and gallantry and 
who represent excellence in aviation.
 
“Jack was instrumental in development and 
production of the army’s newest heavy-lift 
cargo helicopter … the ch-47 Improved cargo 
helicopter. as a result of his efforts, the 
ch-47f/Ich has become the ‘aircraft of choice 
in the war on terrorism.’ 

his dedication and professionalism have sig-
nificantly enhanced the U.s. army aviation 
abilities and left a lasting impact on aviation 
transformation and support,” said 
col crosby.

as a key player in the development, produc-
tion and delivery of the U.s. army’s ch-47f 
tandem rotor helicopter programs, Ken eland 
was responsible for the aircraft’s configura-
tion, schedule and funding requirements. his 
leadership was critical to the formation of 
teams that accomplished the incorporation of 
a newly designed machined airframe structure, 
a full glass cockpit and a new Digital automatic 
flight control system for the ch-47f chinook, 
which led to the most sophisticated capability 
for the U.s. army today. 
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Chinook Program Managers Honored with Order of St. Michael
By Donna McGinley

1st Aviation Regiment, Antares, celebrates anniversary

J

Photo: Dan Peck
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n 27 July 2006, the royal air 
force (raf) celebrated 
twenty-five years of chinook 

operations flying in excess of 252,500 
fleet hours. In June 2006, Wing 
commander steve shell raf, oc no 
27 squadron flew the 250,000 hour. 
During this period, the raf chinook 
has been involved in almost every 
british military operation, both con-
ventional and non-conventional, start-
ing with the falklands War in april 
1982, and is operational today in 
afghanistan. 

the first of an initial five raf chinook 
hc mk1s arrived in the UK on 31 
october 1980. chinook za670 was 
shipped to a&aee boscombe Down 
(now QinetiQ) for system trials and 
certificate of airworthiness release tri-
als before being handed over to the 
raf. on 22 november 1980, raf 
chinook hc mk 1 (za671) arrived 
at raf odiham flown by squadron 
leader Dickey forsyth and boeing 
chief test pilot ron mecklin. these 
initial four aircraft were used by no 
240 operational conversion Unit to 
conduct pilot conversion training at 
raf odiham and on 4 august 1981 
no 18(b) squadron was reformed 
as the first operational raf chinook 
squadron, followed by no 7 squadron 
in 1982. chinooks za670 and za671 
are still operational today, having been 
updated to the raf chinook hc mk 2 
in 1994.

the most famous raf chinook, 
serial number, za718, known by its 
original 18 squadron code as Bravo 
november, began the raf chinooks 
enviable combat reputation during the 
falklands War. this aircraft has seen 
action in every major operation the

raf has been involved in throughout 
the helicopter’s 25-year service life. 
During the last 25 years the raf has 
expanded the operational roles and 
capabilities of this already extreme-
ly capable aircraft, and they remain 
the highest military rate user of the 
chinook world-wide, beating the U.s. 
army, which is the largest fleet opera-
tor of the chinook.

the raf chinook Wing, now part of 
the UK’s Joint helicopter command 
is home based at raf odiham, 
hampshire, and today operates a fleet 
of 40 aircraft. these are split into three 
operational squadrons. 
no 7 squadron part of the UK’s special 
forces air Wing, and nos 18 and 27 
squadrons who undertake the heavy-
lift and battlefield support helicopter 
role for the UK military, including sup-
porting the royal navy and royal 
marines as part of their embarked 
tailored air groups operating from 
various royal navy ships including 
hms ocean.

Initially operating a fleet of 41 chinook 
hc mk1s (boeing ch-47c) variants 
(33 chinooks were ordered in 1978 
with delivery starting in 1980 (za670-
za721) plus a further eight ordered 
in 1984 (zD574-zD576 and zD980-
zD984) as attrition replacements for 
those lost on the mV Atlantic Conveyor 
during the falklands War). by 1990 the 
raf chinook fleet had flown over 
60,000 hours.

In 1992 the entire raf chinook fleet 
began a mid-life update to the hc mk2 
standard (ch-47D) with the first raf 
chinook hc mk2 (za681) 

returning to raf odiham on 10 
september 1993. In march 1995, the 
UK ministry of Defence ordered addi-
tional chinooks, eight of which were 
the chinook hc3, plus three hc mk2s 
and six hc mk2as.

Afghanistan 2006 
having operated in all the UK’s 
major military operations, includ-
ing both gulf wars, Kurdistan 1991, 
balkans, Kosovo, sierra leone, Iraq, 
afghanistan, etc., an initial six raf 
chinooks from no1310 flight arrived 
back in afghanistan in late february 
2006 in support of operation herrick: 
the british-led International security 
assistance force operating in helmand 
province, southern afghanistan.

as with other theatres of operations, 
the chinook has proved to be indis-
pensable to military operations in the 
region. an under estimate in the tempo 
of operations in the area has seen 
the chinooks operating almost con-
stantly, undertaking a variety of roles 
from urgent re-supplies to deploying 
Quick reaction forces throughout the 
area of operations. the ability of the 
chinook to operate in high tempera-
tures, their speed, and lift capability 
has already being exploited by ground 
commanders in the region. over the 
past 25 years this has been a common 
theme whenever and wherever the 
chinook has been involved in any UK 
military operations. 

the aircraft’s formidable operational 
capabilities combined with the raf 
aircrews and engineers who keep 
them operational, whatever the envi-
ronment, will make the raf chinook 
Wing busy for the next 25 years. 

The RAF Chinook — 
25 years of Chinook 
Operations

story and photos by 
patrick allen
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Discovery Military Channel features Chinook helicopter
by Donna mcginley

he chinook production line at rotorcraft systems in philadelphia was featured in a 
broadcast of the Discovery military channel titled, Gi Factory. In the chinook segment, 
show host Kelly perdew, 2004 winner of nbc’s The Apprentice, conducted a video tour 

of the chinook factory. the Discovery channel crew gathered shop floor footage and included 
interviews with program managers and employees working on the production line of the new 
ch-47f. also included was recent film of the chinook’s mission performance in pakistan and 
Iraq. 

the program is a new series that examines how various military technologies, such as gears, 
aircraft and weapons are manufactured for the needs of america’s fighting forces. Interviews 
with the designers who create the product, engineers who test it before it goes into battle, and 
hardworking folks on the factory floor who craft, shape, weld and hammer raw materials into 
battle-ready systems give credit to those who are involved in the process from start to finish. 
“It was awesome to see the pride and professionalism displayed here,” said perdew, a former 
U.s. army military intelligence officer who completed airborne and ranger training. 
“I was impressed with the size, the activity and the history of the site.” 

photo: Jason barras

Boeing offers lifetime support for 
UK CH-47s
by brad mudd

oeing is working to increase the availabil-
ity and lifespan of the United Kingdom’s 
fleet of ch-47 chinook helicopters 

through a new, long-term partnership with the 
ministry of Defence. 

the through life customer support program 
for the UK fleet of 40 mK2/mK2a chinook 
heavy transport helicopters began on may 
22. During the next 34 years, boeing will be 
responsible for performing most maintenance 
on the helicopters away from the field. boeing 
also will provide technical support and field and 
engineering services for the fleet. the program 
is expected to save the United Kingdom at least 
$295 million. the first five years of the program 
are worth $360 million to boeing. 

boeing’s responsibility is to ensure that an 
agreed number of aircraft are available for 
operations at all times. UK employees will staff 
about two-thirds of the program, and most 
suppliers will be from the United Kingdom. 
boeing engineers who have experience with 
the helicopter will be located with the fleet and 
linked up with the philadelphia-based chinook 
program. 

this performance-based logistics contract is 
one of a new generation of moD contracts 
that combines support efforts into one partner-
ship with industry. “In the past, several small 
contracts covered the wide range of sup-
port for a single UK weapons platform,” said 
group cpt mark sibley, chinook Integrated 
product team leader with the Defence logistics 
organisation. 

continued on page 43
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LTC Thomas Todd new Product Manager, 
CH-47F Improved Cargo Helicopter 
by Kim henry

redstone arsenal, ala.— lt. col. thomas todd is 
the new product manager for ch-47f Improved 
cargo helicopter within the program executive office, 
aviation. todd assumed the product manager’s posi-
tion from ltc anthony pelczynski in a ceremony at 
redstone arsenal on June 20. 

the Improved cargo helicopter product office will 
provide life cycle management of the new ch-47f 
chinook helicopter.

todd was previously assigned as assistant product 
manager for air Warrior where he developed, integrat-
ed, tested, deployed and fielded numerous soldier sys-
tems to U.s. army aircrews in Iraq and afghanistan.
 
pelczynski will work for the U.s. army International 
technology center in bonn, germany.   

COL Newman Shufflebarger new Project 
Manager, Cargo Helicopter
by Kim henry

redstone arsenal, ala. — col newman shufflebarger 
is the new project manager for cargo helicopter within 
the program executive office, aviation. shufflebarger 
assumed the project manager’s position from 
col tim crosby in a ceremony at redstone arsenal 
on august 24. 

the cargo helicopter project office provides life cycle 
management of the ch-47D and the new ch-47f 
chinook helicopters.

shufflebarger was previously assigned as 
military assistant to the Under secretary of Defense 
acquisition, technology, & logistics, for both michael 
Wynne and Kenneth Krieg at the pentagon.

crosby will continue to work for the program executive 
office, aviation.  
   

continued from page 42

“trying to coordinate those contracts was difficult, but 
most importantly, it was not providing the most effi-
cient support to our frontline troops,” sibley said. “With 
[the new contract] we have built a support regime that 
focuses on reducing throughlife costs while improving, 
or at least maintaining, our operational capability.” 

UK military personnel will still perform first-line main-
tenance in the field, but boeing people will oversee all 
other, more intensive work. the partnership does not 
include engine maintenance, work on U.K. common 
avionics or training, but those may be added in 
the future. 

the program has the short-term goal of keeping UK 
chinooks available for operations. long term, the part-
nership aims to extend the life of the fleet to 2040.

“With tlcs we have a long-term partnership and we 
both have the same goals,” sibley said. “We will work 
together to see how we can reduce the cost of sup-
port and increase the operational effectiveness of this 
aircraft. 

every aspect of the operation and support of the aircraft 
is fair game to be challenged to identify improvements 
and efficiencies. there are no sacred cows.” 

James o’loughlin, director for the UK tlcs program 
for boeing, said much of the early work has focused on 
ensuring that warfighters in the field did not see a drop 
in availability when the program started on may 22. 
“they have chinooks deployed right now to afghanistan 
and Iraq, so it has been important that we perform well 
to keep those helicopters supported in the field,” he 
said. 

the UK tlcs program demonstrates the ability of 
support systems, an IDs business center, to work with 
an existing platform, maintain availability, lower cost and 
extend the life of equipment. “I believe our work on the 
tlcs program will be of great interest to other countries 
flying the chinook helicopter, helping us grow in this 
market,” said peri Widener, army Integrated logistics 
support programs executive for boeing. 
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a ranger team moves toward an 
objective after charging off an 
mh-47 chinook helicopter during a 
capabilities exercise at fort bragg, 
n.c.
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an mh-47 chinook helicopter 
from the 160th special operations 
aviation regiment approaches the 
amphibious assault ship Uss wasp 
off the coast of Virginia during deck-
landing qualifications. 

paratroopers from 3rd battalion, 
187th Infantry regiment, 101st 
airborne Division, and Iraqi troops 
from the 4th Iraqi Division board 
a ch-47 chinook helicopter after 
participating in operation Vegas, in 
the samarra area. 

photo: Jeremy l. Wood

photo: po3 timothy bensken

photo: U.s. army special operations command
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soldiers from the 320th field artillery regiment, 
101st airborne Division await air transport back 
to base after a successful operation in remagen, 
Iraq. 

a U.s. army ch-47 chinook helicopter takes off 
from ellington field, texas, to deliver food and 
water to texas gulf coast residents affected by 
hurricane rita on sept. 25, 2005. Department of 
Defense units are mobilized as part of Joint task 
force rita to support the federal emergency 
management agency’s disaster-relief efforts in the 
gulf coast areas devastated by hurricane rita.

soldiers from company c, 3rd battalion, 187th 
Infantry regiment, 101st airborne Division and Iraqi 
troops from the 4th Iraqi army Division exit a 
ch-47 chinook helicopter during operation 
swarmer, near samarra, Iraq. the operation is the 
largest air assault since the beginning of operation 
Iraqi freedom. 

DoD photo: msgt. lance cheung, U.s. air force.  

photo: po3 shawn hussong

photo: po3 shawn hussong
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s the head of the U.s. army cargo 
helicopter program, col tim crosby 
wrestled with many challenges during 
his tenure. program demands — 

balancing requirements with other army 
activities; working with primary contractor, 
boeing, and a vast array of suppliers and sub-
contractors to orchestrate the modernization 
program; and managing change throughout the 
process — were complex. nevertheless, crosby 
oversaw production and delivery of the new 
ch-47f chinook, and another 30-plus years 
of this helicopter’s army service, by insisting 
on one fundamental guideline — focus on the 
needs of the soldier.

crosby’s previous experience as ch-47f proj-
ect manager gave him a unique understand-
ing of the entire cargo helicopter program. his 
expertise facilitated program expansion from 
upgrading about two-thirds of army chinooks to 
upgrading the entire fleet, all of which will incor-
porate new-build fuselages instead of repaired 
structures.  

crosby emphasized teaming throughout the 
program. “no one person gets the job done,” he 
stated flatly. he believes a leader’s responsibil-
ity is to create a vision that provides direction 
based on many viewpoints. “It’s not done in a 
vacuum,” he said. the team partners identified 
requirements, goals and the paths to meet tar-
gets. “that in place, my job was to fight for the 
resources we needed to meet those goals. the 
result was a new airframe at the same cost as a 
remanufactured one, so the taxpayer is getting 
a great benefit: a new system that will let us 
reduce the maintenance burden on the soldiers 
and enhance their ability to perform their mis-
sions.” 

crosby also had a reputation for accessibility. 
“my job was to work those great ideas brought 
to me by team members. If you’re not acces-
sible, you don’t have exposure to what I call the 
‘good idea fairy.’ good ideas come from many 
areas, and if you are not listening to the people 
involved, how are you going to address the 
issues that come up?” 

crosby traveled perpetually, visiting army units, 
vendors and suppliers. “I wanted to let the 
venders know the importance of what they were 
doing, and a way to do that was through vis-
its.” those visits gave crosby instant access to 
issues that affected the program. “I also looked 
for opportunities and events to speak to the 
families of the folks who worked so hard for the 
program. I wanted those families to know what 
their family member was doing to contribute to 
our nation’s freedom and that they were an inte-
gral part of that effort. the parts these people 
build enable this aircraft to perform important 
missions that save lives. the soldiers out there 
don’t know the people who are building these 
components, but they know there’s a great 
american somewhere whose contributions give 
them the confidence to do what needs to be 
done with an aircraft that performs reliably.” 

the colonel recently participated in a delivery 
ceremony at boeing rotorcraft systems in 
suburban philadelphia for the first production 
ch-47f. “the aircraft that just rolled out was 
the first all-machined airframe ever and the first 
new-build in a very long time,” said crosby. 
“that is attributable to the people who were 
involved — boeing, the subcontractors who 
delivered the parts on time and everyone who 
was a part of the effort. It is no one person that 
makes it happen. It’s a team.” 

“not many program managers get to do what 
we did. We got to produce something; we got 
to deliver something. I’ve been fortunate to be 
in this job for five years, and I loved it.” crosby 
added. “I loved coming to work every single 
day, and I loved the people I worked with. I saw 
the final result, and I wanted to share that with 
everyone at the rollout. everyone who contrib-
uted got to see that cadillac of aviation sitting 
on the ramp and know that they were a part of 
it. I think it was great.” 

“I ask that you continue to support my replace-
ment, col newman shufflebarger,” he con-
cluded. “he’s a great american, and a great sol-
dier. give him the same dedication you provided 
me, because it’s ultimately for the soldiers. 
let’s get that first unit equipped!” 

A FINAL WorD
By Tom Marinucci
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